Introducing

ENDURACOR™ DIGITAL
PRINT TECHNOLOGY

Bringing New Technology to Flooring Finishes

A Picture-Perfect Finish For Every Job
Artistic Finishes is proud to offer perfectly coordinated accessories
that compliment your flooring with our newest innovation - Enduracor™
Digital Print Technology. Utilizing high-definition scanning and digital
print technology, we can create a near-perfect match, ensuring your
molding will look great and give you a picture-perfect finish every time.
DURABLE

WATER-RESISTANT

UV-PROTECTED

COST-EFFECTIVE

THE ARTISTIC FINISHES PROMISE
Produced in the USA
No order minimums
High-quality, long-lasting products
Near-perfect matching with state-of-the-art technology

Go online to learn more about how
our new Enduracor™ DDP
compliments your flooring.
artisticfinishes.com

ENDURACOR™ DIGITAL
PRINT TECHNOLOGY

Innovative Solutions for all Your Finishing Needs
MOLDINGS

VENTS

STAIR TREADS & RISERS

STARTER STEPS

Digital printing is available on the Enduracor™ line of durable, waterresistant and versatile floor products.
Featuring our exclusive 4-layer
design, Enduracor™ is one of the
most technologically advanced
accessories on the market.

Expect Only the Best
WATER PROOF CORE

TRACK INSERT

Artistic Finishes' exclusive Water Proof Core
flooring accessory technology. The Water Proof
Core is created with only the highest quality
materials combined using thermoplastic, injection
molding process to create a waterproof flooring
accessory solution.

This provides installers the option to securely
attach the accessory into place with the track
system. It also offers more surface area for the
adhesive to have contact with the accessory
and underlayment, ensuring a strong hold to
the subfloor.

ADHESIVE BACKER

DECORATIVE LAYER

TOP COAT FINISH

Our adhesive backer layer
provides a high-bond strength
that acts as a sealant and
ensures a reliable hold to
withstand typical daily use and
provide years of durability.

This layer has the ability to
complement virtually any flooring
line and is digitally-coordinated to
look like your flooring line
including hardwood, tile, WPC,
LVP and LVT.

Using our nanotechnology and
ultraviolet curing process, the
highly water-resistant finish and
exclusive top coat is created. Its
resilience against liquids creates a
reliable barrier, shielding the
entire product.

GET STARTED TODAY, WITH THE DIGITALLY PRINTED VENEER THAT’S CHANGING THE INDUSTRY.
Easy and intuitive online ordering
Best color samples and matches in the industry
Machine made product with a handcrafted finish
Industry leading turnaround time

Order Online: artisticfinishes.com
Artistic Finishes, Inc. 2224 Terminal Road
St. Paul, MN 55113 USA

